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Abstract

In this paper we describe the promoted tyft/tyxt
rule format for de ning higher-order languages. The
rule format is a generalization of Groote and Vaandrager's tyft/tyxt format in which terms are allowed
as labels on transitions in rules. We prove that bisimulation is a congruence for any language de ned in
promoted tyft/tyxt format and demonstrate the usefulness of the rule format by presenting promoted
tyft/tyxt de nitions for the lazy -calculus, CHOCS
and the -calculus.

1 Introduction

For a programming language de nition that uses
bisimulation as the notion of equivalence, it is desirable for the bisimulation relation to be compatible
with the language constructs; i.e. that bisimulation be
a congruence. Several rule formats have been de ned,
so that as long as a de nition satis es certain syntactic constraints, then the de ned bisimulation relation is guaranteed to be a congruence. However these
rule formats have not been widely used for de ning
languages with higher-order features. In this paper
we introduce promoted tyft/tyxt, a new rule format
that is suitable for de ning higher-order languages.
We demonstrate the expressiveness of the rule format by giving promoted tyft/tyxt de nitions for the
lazy -calculus, CHOCS [Tho95] and the -calculus
[MPW92]. Although not presented here, the de nition of a small strict functional language from [BS95]
is also in promoted tyft/tyxt format. The main result
of this paper is that for any language de ned in promoted tyft/tyxt format, bisimulation is a congruence.
To make the existing de nitions for the lazy calculus, CHOCS and the -calculus conform to the
restrictions of the promoted tyft/tyxt format, we had
to make three types of changes. First, a novel aspect
of the de nitions presented in this paper is that the entire programming language is de ned by means of the
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Figure 1: Substitution rules for the -calculus
transition system speci cation. In particular, we dene syntactic substitution and free variable tests with
promoted tyft/tyxt rules. As can be seen in Figure 1,
these de nitions are straightforward. The main di erence is that they are now part of the language de nition rather than the meta-theory. Second, our de nitions always use bisimilarity as the notion of equivalence in contrast with the existing de nitions which
use other bisimulation relations, such as applicative
bisimulation, higher order bisimulation, or open bisimulation. The third change is that in order to meet
the syntactic constraints of the rule format, in several
cases, we had to replace a single rule in the original
de nition with more than one rule in the promoted
tyft/tyxt de nition.

1.1 Related Work

In order to simplify the speci cation of concurrent
languages, extensive work has been done in metatheories for SOS de nitions of process algebras, especially with regard to the congruence property for
bisimulation. Rule formats such as de Simone's format [dS85], the tyft/tyxt by Groote and Vaandrager
[GV92], and the GSOS rule format by Bloom, Istrael and Meyer [BIM95] guarantee that bisimulation is a congruence. Extensions of these rule formats for including negative premises and predicates

have made the rule formats of greater practical use
[Gro93, BV93, Ver95, BG96].
Abramsky was the rst to use bisimulation as the
notion of equivalence for a functional programming
language [Abr90] and this style of de nition is now
often used for languages with higher-order features
[San92, CG95, FHJ96, Jef95, Gor95, GR96]. These
de nitions typically prove that bisimulation is a congruence by using Howe's proof technique [How96].
The traditional rule formats for process algebras
have not proven useful for higher-order languages and
several rule formats have been developed speci cally
for higher-order languages. A primary characteristic that distinguishes the promoted tyft/tyxt from the
other rule formats is that it does not include substitution as a part of the meta-theory. Howe de nes structured evaluation systems for the evaluation of functional languages and proves that some generalizations
of applicative bisimulation are a congruence [How96].
Sands de nes the Globally Deterministic SOS rule format (GDSOS), which guarantees the congruence property for small-step evaluation in functional languages.
He also establishes proof principles for reasoning about
languages that can be expressed in this format [San97].
Weber and Bloom de ne rule format for de ning languages similar to the -calculus [WB96]. Sangiorgi
de nes a rule format that extends the tyft/tyxt rule
format with -calculus evaluation rules [San94]. Howe
showed that applicative bisimulation is a congruence
for Sangiorgi's rule format [How95]. Fokkink and Verhoef de ne a rule format that allows the de nition of
a wide class of languages, but it guarantees conservativity rather than the congruence property [FV97].

1.2 Preliminaries

A signature consists of a set of function symbols
along with a rank function that gives the arity for
each function symbol. A function symbol with arity
zero is called a constant symbol. The set of terms
de ned by a signature , over a set V of variables,
is denoted T(; V ). The set T(; ;) is abbreviated
T() and elements of the set are called closed terms.
In general, terms from T(; V ) are called open terms.
A substitution  is a mapping from variables to terms.
Substitution is extended to terms in the obvious way.
We will use the notation [x 7! t] to mean the substitution that maps the variable x to the term t and
otherwise behaves like .
A transition relation (over the set A) is either a
labeled transition !  A  A  A, an unlabeled transition ! s A  A or a predicate P  A. We will often
write t ?! t0 for the labeled transition ! (t; s; t0 ),
where t is called the source of the transition, s is called

the label of the transition, and t0 is called the target of
the transition.
A transition system speci cation (TSS) is a structure (; T; R) with  a signature, T a set of transition
relations over termsH T(; V ), and R a set of deduction
rules of the form: C , where H (the hypothesis) is a set
of transitions in T over terms and C (the conclusion)
is a single transition in T over terms. The de nitions
of \substitution", \Var" and \closed" extend to rules
in the obvious way.
For P = (; T; R) a TSS, a proof from P of a transition is a nite, upwardly branching tree whose
nodes are labeled by transition formulas such that (1)
the root is labeled with , and (2) if  is the label of
a node q and fi j i 2 I g is the set of labels of the
nodes directly above q, then there is a rule
fi j i 2 I g

in R and a substitution  : V ! T(; V ) such that
 = () and i = (i ) for i 2 I. If a proof of from
P exists then we say that is provable from P and a
proof is closed if it contains only closed transitions.
A transition system (TS) is a structure (S; T)
where: S is a set of states and T is a set of transition relations over S. We use (strong) bisimulation
as in [Par81]. Let A = (S; T) be a transition system,
and R  S  S a symmetric relation. R is a (strong)
bisimulation if for all s; s0 ; t; a 2 S it satis es, afor all
labeled transitions ! 2 T : (s R t and s ?! s0 )
a t0 and s0 R t0), for all unimplies (9t0 2 S; t ?!
labeled transitions ! 2 T : (s R t and s ?! s0 )
implies (9t0 2 S; t ?! t0 and s0 R t0 ) and for all
predicates P 2 T : (s R t and P(s)) implies P(t):
Two states s; t 2 S are bisimilar (s  t), if there exists
a bisimulation relating them.
For P = (; T; R) a TSS, the transition system
TS(P) speci ed by P is given by TS(P) = (T(); TP ),
where for all ! 2 T, (s; a; s0 ) is in ! (2 TP ) if and
a s0 (simionly if there exists a proof from P of s ?!
larly for unlabeled transitions and predicates).
si t0 j i 2 I g of labeled tranAssume a set fti ?!
i
sitions. The dependency graph for the labeled transitions is a directed graph, with a vertex for each labeled
transition in the set and an edge from vertex i to vertex j if a variable that occurs ti or si also occurs in
t0j . A set of transitions is well-founded if, for all the
labeled transitions, any backward chain of edges in its
dependency graph is nite. A transition rule is wellfounded if its collection of premises is so, and a TSS
is well-founded if all of its transition rules are wellfounded.

2 The Promoted tyft/tyxt Rule Format

The promoted tyft/tyxt rule format is a generalization of the tyft/tyxt rule format [GV92] which allows
terms as labels on transitions. If the labels on transitions are all constants, then de nition reduces to
Groote and Vaandrager's tyft/tyxt rule format.
We use ~x, to stand for the vector of variables
x1; ::; xn where the value of n should be clear from the
context and could be zero. The notation ~x[i] refers to
the ith element of the vector x. For a binary relation
R, we will use ~x R ~y to mean 8i; ~x[i] R y~[i]. Similarly,
~x 2 X means 8i; ~x[i] 2 X. (xi R yi )i2I means for all i
in I, (xi R yi ). [xi 7! ei ]i2I stands for the substitution
that for each i 2 I maps xi to ei . Note that x and ~x
denote unrelated variables.

De nition 2.1 For P = (; T; R) a TSS, a rule is in

promoted tyft format if it has the form:
i (~ti )
fti g?!
i yi j i 2 I g
(w~ )
f(~x) g?!
t

with I an index set, f , g and gi function symbols in ,
w~ 2 W , ~x 2 X , yi 2 Y all di erent variables, ti ; ~ti ; t 2
T(; V ), and !; !i labeled transition relations in T .
P is in promoted tyft format if every rule in R is in
promoted tyft format.
De nition 2.2 A rule is in promoted tyft/tyxt format if it is in promoted tyft format except: (1) the

source of the conclusion may be a variable, (2) the label over the arrow in the conclusion may be a variable,
(3) any labeled transition can be an unlabeled transition, (4) the conclusion may be a predicate of the form
P(f(~x)), and (5) transitions in the hypothesis may be
predicates of the form P(t). A TSS is in promoted
tyft/tyxt format if every rule is in promoted tyft/tyxt
format.

Proposition 2.1 For any (well-founded) TSS in pro-

moted tyft/tyxt format, there is a transition equivalent (well-founded) TSS in promoted tyft format.
Proof: Let P = (; T; R) be a transition system speci cation in promoted tyft/tyxt format. We will dene a transition equivalent (well-founded) TSS P =
(0 ; T 0; R0). Let 0 be  with a new constant symbol  and for each predicate P in T, include a new
constant cp . Let T 0 include all the labeled transition
relations in T. We will de ne R0 to be R with the
following modi cations. [Case 1] Replace every rule
r in which the source of the conclusion is a variable
with a rule for each function symbol f 2 , where

each rf is obtained by substituting f(~x) for x in the
rule r. [Case 2] Replace every rule r in which the label
over the arrow in the conclusion is a variable with a
rule for each function symbol f 2 F, where each rf
is obtained by substituting f(~x) for x in the rule r.
[Case 3] In every rule with an unlabeled transition,
replace each unlabeled
transition t ?! t0 with the

0
transition t ?! t . [Cases 4&5] In every rule with a
predicate, replace each predicate P(t) with the trancp
sition t ?!
.
The TSS P 0 = (0 ; R0) is in promoted tyft format.
If the original rules in R were well-founded then the
rules in R0 are also awell-founded. Finally, for any proof
of a transition e ?! e0 in P there is a corresponding
proof in P 0. 2

2.1 Counterexamples

The following examples demonstrate that the restrictions in our extensions to tyft/tyxt format are
necessary in order for bisimulation to be congruence.
Each example below is a transition system speci cation over the signature with constants 1 and 2, unary
function symbol f, and binary function symbol g. For
each condition in the de nition, we give a set of rules
so that 1 is bisimilar to 2 but there exists some context
C[ ] such that C[1] is not bisimilar to C[2].
The label over premise must have at least one function
symbol. We have that 1  2 but f(1) 6 f(2).
x
w ?!
y
f (w)
1
1
1 ?! 1
2 ?! 1
f (x) ?! 1
The label over the conclusion can have at most one
function symbol. We have that 1  2 but f(1) 6 f(2).
f (x)
w ?!
y
f (1)
f (1)
f (w)
1 ?! 1
2 ?! 1
f (x) ?! 1
Variables in the source of the conclusion cannot occur
in the label of the conclusion. We have that 1  2 but
f(1) 6 f(2).
f (x)
f (x) ?!
x
Variables in the target of premise cannot occur in the
label of the conclusion. We have that 1  2 but f(1) 6
f(2).
x ?! y
y
1 ?! 1
2 ?! 2
f (x) ?!
1
Variables in the label over the conclusion must be different. We have that 1  2 but g(1; 2) 6 g(1; 1).
1
1
1 ?!
1 2 ?!
1
1
1
x1 ;x2 )
w ?! y w ?! y
wg(?!
y
g(w;w)
g(w;w)
w
1 ?! y
2 ?! y
g(x1 ; x2 ) ?! y

2.2 Congruence Proof

For our main result, we will show that if a transition system speci cation is in promoted tyft/tyxt format then (strong) bisimulation is a congruence for the
corresponding transition system. From Proposition
2.1, we know it is sucient to consider a TSS in promoted tyft format. We will show that bisimilarity is
a congruence by using Howe's technique [How96] for
constructing Rb for any arbitrary preorder R. By construction, R  Rb and Rb respects constructors. The
theorem in this section shows that if R is a bisimulation relation then Rb is also a bisimulation relation. In
particular, this mean that for bisimilarity (the largest
bisimulation relation) that   b and b  , and
therefore  = b . Since bisimilarity is an equivalence
and respects constructors, it is a congruence.
An interesting aspect of our proof is that rather
showing that if c Rb e respects bisimulation, we show
g(d~) 0
the stronger result that if c Rb e, d~ Rb d~0 and c ?!
c
g(d~ ) 0
0
0
b
then there exists an e such that e ?! e and c R e0 .
De nition 2.3 Given a preorder R on terms in
T(; V ), de ne Rb as follows:
0

e Rb e

~c Rb ~e and f(~e ) R e ) f(~c) Rb e

Lemma 2.2 We have the following properties:

Rb is re exive,
R  Rb,
Rb is constructor respecting, and
if e Rb e0 and e0 R e00 , then e Rb e00 .
Proof: (1) Follows immediately from the rst case
of the de nition. (2) If c R e, where c = f(~c) and
we choose ~e = ~c in the de nition, then the property
follows immediately. (3) If ~c Rb ~e where c = f(~c) and
we choose e = f(~e) in the de nition, then the property
follows immediately. (4) From de nition, if e = f(~e ),
there exists some ~e0 . ~c Rb ~e0 and f(~e0 ) R e0 . Since R
is transitive, we have f(~e0 ) R e00 and by the de nition
of Rb we have e Rb e00. 2
1.
2.
3.
4.

Theorem 2.1 Consider the transition system specied by a well-founded TSS in promoted tyft format.
For all terms e and e0 and contexts C[ ], if e  e0 then
C[e]  C[e0 ].
Proof:
We want to show that for c; c0; d~; e 2 T(; V ),
g(d~) 0
g 2 , if c Rb e and c ?!
c then there exists an

~

g(d) 0
e0 2 T(; V ) such that e ?!
e and c0 Rb e0 . To do
this, we will actually show the stronger result that
c; c0; d~; d~0; e 2 T(; V ), g 2 , if c Rb e, d~ Rb d~0 and
g(d~) 0
c ?!
c then there exists an e0 2 T(; V ) such that
g(d~ ) 0
e ?! e and c0 Rb e0 . We will do the proof by inducg(d~) 0
tion on the height of the proof of c ?!
c.
0

gi (~ti )
fti ?!
i yi j i 2 I g
[r1]
(w~ )
f(~x) g?!
t
g(~ei ) 0
i (~ci ) 0
f
ei ?!
fci g?!
i ei j i 2 I g
i ci j i 2 I g
[r2]
[r3]
~
g(d) 0
(d~ ) 00
f(~c) ?!
c
f(~e) g?!
e
0

Since the TSS is in promoted tyft format, the last rule
applied in the proof has the form of rule [r1] and we
have c = f(~c), where ~c might have zero elements and
c would simply be a constant. Therefore we have a
substitution  = [~w 7! d~][~x 7! ~c][yi 7! c0i ]i2I and (r1)
is rule [r2], where we have proofs of all the premises.
Since c Rb e, by the de nition of Rb we have that there
exists a term f(~e) such that ~c Rb ~e and f(~e) R e. We
want to construct a map 0 so that 0 (r1) is rule [r3],
where we have proofs of all of the premises and we
also have that for all v 2 V , (v) Rb 0 (v). We will
construct the map in several steps.
Step 1: Let 00 = [~w 7! d~0][~x 7! ~e]. Notice that for
all variables v in the domain of 1 , (v) = 01 (v).
Step n: There exists some subset of the premises
g(ti )
fti ?!
i yi j i 2 In  I g that are dependent only
on variables in the domain of 0n?1 . For all i 2 In,
let ei = 0n?1(ti ) and ~ei = 0n?1(~ti ). Since Rb respects
constructors we have (ci Rb ei )i2In and (~ci Rb ~ei )i2In .
g(~ci ) 0 i2In
By the induction hypothesis, since (ci ?!
i ci )
g(~ei ) 0 i2In
0
i
0
we have that (ei ?!i ei ) where (ci Rb ei ) 2In . Let
0n = 0n?1[yi 7! e0i ]i2In . Notice that for all v in the
domain of n , (v) Rb 0n (v).
De ne 0 to be the union of the 0n . Since the
TSS is well-founded, domain of 0 will include all of
the variables in the rule. We have a proof for each
g(~ei ) 0
transition ei ?!
i ei in the premise of 0 (P) and we
also have that for all variables v that occur in P that
(v) Rb 0 (v). Since c0 = (t), e00 = 0 (t) and Rb respects
constructors, we have that c0 Rb e00 . Since f(~e) R e, we
(d ) 0
have that e g?!
e where e00 R e0 . Finally by the previous lemma, we have that c0 Rb e, bisimilarity respects
evaluation and therefore bisimilarity is a congruence.
2
0

Abramsky's rules (for closed terms):
a:x + a:x (+ 1)

x + a:x0 x0 [y=a] + z
(+ 2)
xy+z

Promoted tyft/tyxt rules:

a:x + a:x (+ 1)

2x2
y
x1 ?!
x1 x2 + y (+ 2a)

2w y
x1 x2 + y0 y0 ?!
(+ 2b)
2w
x1 x2 ?!
y

w=a] 0 0
x [?!
y y + y (+ 2c)
2w
a:x ?!
y

Figure 2: Evaluation rules for the Lazy -Calculus

3 The Lazy Lambda Calculus

In this section we de ne the lazy -calculus in promoted tyft/tyxt format. The syntax of our language
is:

a 2 Identi ers
e 2 Expressions ::= a j a:e j e1 e2
The corresponding signature for our transition system
speci cation includes a countable number of constant
symbols for the identi ers, a binary function symbol
for application and for each identi er a a unary function symbol a:( ). The signature also includes the
necessary function symbols for labels on transitions:
a unary function symbol 2( ) and for each identi er a
a unary function symbol [( )=a]. The set of transitions
includes two transition relations: an unlabeled transition + and a set of predicates fv( ) = S, one for each
value of S.
In our de nition of the -calculus, we de ne substitution and free variable tests directly with rules
in the TSS. This is di ers from earlier work, where
substitution is de ned as part of the rule format
[How96, San94, WB96, FV97]. The necessary rules for
our de nition of the -calculus appear in gure 1 and
are as one would expect. The predicate fv(e) = S
de nes the set S of identi ers that occur free in the
d=a] 0
term e. The transition e [?!
e de nes when e with
closed term d substituted for the identi er a is e0 .
Many of the rules in the promoted tyft/tyxt de nition are actually rule schema. For example, the rule
(+ 1) is a rule schema with one rule for each identi er
a. Similarly there are free variable rules for each of
the appropriate sets of identi ers S.
With the rules at the top of gure 2, Abramsky
showed that applicative bisimulation can be used as a
suitable notion of equivalence for the lazy -calculus
[Abr90]. In the de nition, the rule [+ 2] is not in promoted tyft/tyxt format. In the promoted tyft/tyxt de nition, we have broken the rule into three parts ([+ 2a],

[+ 2b] and [+ 2c]). The rule [+ 2a] is read \if x1 evaluates to y in a context that o ers x2, then x1 applied to
x2 evaluates to y." This rule demonstrates the main
di erence between the promoted tyft/tyxt rule format
and Groote and Vandraager's tyft/tyxt rule format.
The new rule format allows the exibility to promote
the term x2 and place it over the transition arrow. The
rules [+ 2b] and [+ 2c] correspond to the two transitions in the hypothesis of [+ 2].
When necessary, we will distinguish transitions in
Abramsky's rules as +a and promoted tyft/tyxt as +p .
De nition 3.1 Applicative bisimulation (written ')

is the largest symmetric relation on closed terms such
that if e ' d and e + a:e0 then d + b:d0 and for all
closed terms c, e0 [c=a] ' d0 [c=b].
The open extension of a relation on terms R (written Ro ) is a relation on open terms such that for terms
e and d, e Ro d if and only if for all closing substitutions , (e) R (d).
Applicative bisimulation is extended to open terms
by taking its open extension (written 'o ).

For closed terms, applicative bisimulation with
Abramsky's rules corresponds exactly to bisimulation
with the promoted tyft/tyxt rules. For open terms, the
bisimulation de ned by promoted tyft rules is strictly
ner than applicative bisimulation with Abramsky's
rules. The di erence is that the \free variable rules"
distinguish terms according to the set of free variables. That is, since fv(a:a:a a:b) = fbg and
fv(a:a:a a:a) = fg, we have that
(a:a:a a:b) ' (a:a:a a:a)
but
(a:a:a a:b) 6 (a:a:a a::a):
For open terms, we show that o (the open extension
of ) corresponds exactly to 'o . The congruence result is not immediate from the rule format, but can be
shown by a simple direct proof.

Lemma 3.1 The promoted tyft rules for the lazy calculus, have the following properties.

if and only if
d=a]
d [?!
d [d=a] d [d=a] +p e
2d
a:d ?!
e
d1 d2 +p a:d
2d
d1 d2 ?! e
(d1 d2 ) d +p e
0

1. fv(e) = S if and only if S is the set of identi ers
that occur free in e.
3. If e +p e0 then e0 is a -bound expression.
4. If a:d  b:d0 then for all closed terms c,
d[c=a]  d0[c=b].
2e2
e.
5. e1 e2 +p e if and only if e1 ?!

Proof: The rst four parts are immediate by structural induction. Part (5) is immediate from rule
(+ 2a). 2
Proposition 3.2 For all closed terms e and e0 ,
e +a e0 () e +p e0 :
Proof: By induction on the height of the proof. The

expression e is either a function de nition or an application. If e is a function de nition then the only
applicable rule in either rule system is (+ 1) and the
result follows immediately. Otherwise e could be of
the form (a:d0 d) or of the form (d1 d2) d.
First let us consider the case where e = a:d0 d.
d=a] 0
d [d=a] and by
Since d is closed, we have that d0 [?!
0
the induction hypothesis that d [d=a] +a e0 if and only
if d0[d=a] +p e0 . Therefore we have
a:d +a a:d d [d=a] +a e
a:d d +a e
if and only if
0

0

0

0

0

0

d=a]
d [?!
d [d=a] d [d=a] +p e
2d
a:d ?!
e
a:d d +p e
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Now let us consider the case where e = (d1 d2 ) d. By
Lemma 3.1, we have that the term that d1 d2 evaluates
to, has to 0 be of the0 form a:d0. Since d is closed,
we have d [d=a] + e . By the induction hypothesis,
we have that d0[d=a] + e0 with Abramsky's rules if
and only it is provable with the promoted tyft-rules.
Therefore we have
d1 d2 +a a:d d [d=a] +a e
(d1 d2 ) d +a e
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

[d=a]

2. e ?! e0 if and only if d is closed and e0 = e[d=a].

0

0

2

Proposition 3.3
  'o
Proof: We will show that  respects applicative
bisimulation. That is, for all closing substitutions ,
e  e0 and (e) +a a:d implies that there exists b:d0
such that (e0 ) +a b:d0 and for all closed terms c,
d[c=a]  d0 [c=b].

Consider some arbitrary closing substitution . By
Lemma 3.1, we know that e can do the corresponding substitution transitions to  and (e)  (e0 ).
If (e) +a a:d, then by the previous proposition,
we have (e) +t a:d. By Lemma 3.1 and since
(e)  (e0 ), we have that (e0 ) +t b:d0 such that
a:d  b:d0. By Lemma 3.1, we have that for all
closed terms c, d[c=a]  d0[c=b]. 2
Proposition 3.4 For closed terms,  = '
Proof: Because of the previous result, we only need
to show that '  . We will show that applicative bisimulationc respects bisimulation. That is, if
e ' e0 and e ?!
p d then there exists some d0 such
c
0
0
that e ?!p d and d ' d0 .
Since e and e0 are closed expressions, by Lemma
3.1 we have that fv(e) = S () fv(e0 ) = S and
c=a]
c=a] 0
that e [?!
e and e0 [?!
e . If e +p d then by the
previous proposition
e
+
d
and since e ' e0 , we have
a
2c
0
d ' d . If e ?! d then again by Lemma 3.1, we have
that e c +p d and e c +a d. Since bisimulation is a
congruence for Abramsky's lazy lambda calculus, we
have that e c ' e0 c and that e0 c +p d0 such that
2c
d ' d0 and e0 ?!
d. 2
Proposition 3.5
 o = 'o
Proof: Immediate from previous proposition. 2
Since 'o is a congruence, clearly so is o . Even so,
we show how to get a direct proof of the congruence
result.

Proposition 3.6
o is a congruence.
Proof: It is sucient to show that o is operator respecting. Consider an arbitrary context C[ ] and closing substitution . We want to show that, if d o e

Bent Thomsen's rules:
?w
m?a:x m?!
x[w=a]
?
x ?!
y [par1 ]
?
xjx ?! yjx
0

0

[pre x1 ]

!x
m!x :x m?!
x
0

0

[pre x2 ]

?w
m!w y
x m?!
y x ?!
[par2 ]

xjx ?!
yjy
0

0

0

0


:x ?!
x

0

?w
x m?!
y m 6= n [res1 ]
m?w
xnn ?! ynn

?w
x m?!
y [ren1 ]
S(m)?w
x[S ] ?! y[S ]

 y
x ?!
 ynn [res3 ]
xnn ?!

?
x ?!
y [choice ]
?
x + x ?! y

[pre x3 ]

m!w y
x ?!
[ren2 ]
m)!w
x[S ] S(?!
y[S ]

m!w y
x ?!
m 6= n [res2 ]
m!w
xnn ?!
ynn
 y
x ?!
 y[S ] [ren3 ]
x[S ] ?!

Note: there are symmetric versions of the rules choice, par1 and par2
? 2 fm?e; m!e;  g
Changes for promoted tyft/tyxt rules:
w=a]
x [?!
y [pre x1 ]
m
?w
m?a:x ?! y

m! (x ; x)
m!x :x ?!
0

0

[pre x2 ]

m!
val
res
x ?!
y y ?!
y1 y ?!
y2 [par1 (!)]
m
!
xjx ?! (y1 ; y2 jx )
0

m! y
x ?!
[choice (!)]
m!
x + x ?!
y
0

0

val x [value ]
(x ; x) ?!
0

res x [residual ]
(x ; x) ?!

0

0

?y1
m! y y ?!
val y y ?!
res y x m?!
x ?!
y [par2 ]
1
2

xjx ?! y2 jy
0

0

0

0

m! y y ?!
val y y ?!
res y
x ?!
1
2
[ren2 ]
S(m)!
x[S ] ?! (y1 ; y2 [S ])

m! y y ?!
val y y ?!
res y
x ?!
1
2
m 6= n [res2 ]
m!
xnn ?! (y1 ; y2 nn)

Note: there are also symmetric versions of the rules choice(!), par1(!) and par2(!).
? 2 fm?e;  g

Figure 3: Evaluation rules for CHOCS
then (C[d]) o (C[e]). By the de nition of o ,
(d) o (e). So if the context is an application ([ ] c)
then (d c) o (e c) since bisimulation is a congruence for closed terms.
If the context is a function de nition a:[ ], let
a:d0 = (a:d) and a:e0 = (a:e). The last rule
in a proof of a transition could either be + 1 or + 2.
If one term does a transition by rule + 1, the other
can trivially match it. Since  is a closing substitution, the only variable that might occur free in d0 or
e0 is a. By the de nition of o we have that for any
closed term c, d0 [c=a]  e0 [c=a] and if one term can
do a transition by + 2c, then the other term can do a
matching transition. 2

tems (CHOCS) [Tho95]. The original de nition for
CHOCS by Thomsen is almost in promoted tyft/tyxt
format, although he does use higher order bisimulation as the notion of equivalence. We show how by
introducing concretions in a similar style to Milner's
use in the polyadic -calculus [Mil91], we can de ne
CHOCS in promoted tyft/tyxt format.
We assume an in nite set of channel names ranged
over by m; n:::, and an in nite set of process variables
ranged over by a; b; c:::. The syntax for CHOCS is:

In this section, we present Bent Thomsen's de nition for a calculus of higher order communicating sys-

In order to facilitate our de nition, we extended
Thomsen's syntax to include pairs. The evaluation

4 CHOCS

p ::= nil j m?a:p j m!p0:p j :p j p + p0

j pjp0 j pna j p[S] j a j (p; p0)
? ::= m?a j m!p j 

rules for CHOCS appear in gure 3 and the substitution rules appear in the Appendix.
Thomsen's rule [pre x1] relies on an external de nition of substitution and we replaced it with a version
that uses a substitution transition. The remaining
rules are changed to handle concretions. When necessary, we will distinguish transitions in Thomsen's definition as ?!t and promoted tyft/tyxt as ?!p .

De nition 4.1 Given a transition system (S,T)
Thomsen's higher order bisimulation (') is a binary
relation on closed terms in S such that whenever

e R d:

?
1. if e ?!
e0 then there exists d0 and ?0 such that
?
d ?! d0 , ? Rb ?0 and e0 R d0
0

?
2. if d ?!
d0 then there exists e0 and ?0 such that
?
0
e ?! e , ? Rb ?0 and e0 R d0
where
0

Rb = f(?; ?0) j ? = ?0 =  g
[f(?; ?0) j ? = m!e00 and ?0 = m!d00 and e00 R d00g
[f(?; ?0) j ? = m?e00 ; ?0 = m?d00 and e00 R d00g:

Higher order bisimulation is extended from closed
terms to open terms by taking the open extension. We
will use ' for the largest higher order bisimulation.

The following Lemma characterizes the relationship
between the two sets of rules.

Lemma 4.1 For closed terms,
m!d e0 if and only if e ?!
m! (d; e).
1. e ?!
t
p
m?d e0 if and only if e ?!
m?d e0 .
2. e ?!
t
p

 e0 if and only if e ?!
 e0 .
3. e ?!
t
p

Proof: Straightforward induction on the height of the

proof of the transition. 2

Lemma 4.2 (Some properties of pairs.)
terms e; e0 ; d; d0,

For all

m! e0 ) 9d; e00; e0 = (d; e00)
1. e ?!
p
2. (e; d)  e0 () e0 = (e0 ; d0) (where e  e0 and
d  d0).

Proof: Straightforward analysis of rules. 2
Proposition 4.3
  'o

Proof: We will show that bisimulation respects
Thomsen's higher order bisimulation. Assume that
e  e0 . We will show that for ? 2 f; m!c; m?cg, if
?
?
e ?!
t eo then there exists a e0o such that e0 ?!t e0o ,
0
0
? b ? and eo  eo . If ? is either  or m?d, then by
?
?
Lemma 4.1, e ?!
p eo and since e  e0 , e0 ?!p e0o
where eo  e0o . If ? is m!d, then by Lemma 4.1,
m! (d; e ) and by the de nition of bisimulation
e ?!
p
o
m! (d0; e0 ) such that d  d0 and
and Lemma 4.2 e0 ?!
p
o
!d
eo  e0o . By Lemma 4.1, we now have that e0 m?!
t e0o
0
0
such that m!d b m!d and eo  eo . 2
0

0

m?d e0 then for all d0 such that
Lemma 4.4 If e ?!
t
m
?
d
0
00
d ' d , e ?!t e such that e ' e00.
Proof: Proposition 3.9 in [Tho95].
Proposition 4.5 For closed terms,  = '
Proof: By the previous proposition, we only need to
show that for closed terms, '  . Assume that
e ' e0 , we will show that for ? 2 f; m?d; m!; [c=a]g if
?
?
e ?!
p eo then there exists a e0o such that e0 ?!p e0o
 e
and eo ' e0o . If ? is , then by Lemma 4.1, e ?!
t o

and since e ' e0 , e0 ?!t e0o where eo ' e0o . If ? is
m?d e and since e ' e0 ,
m?d, then by Lemma 4.1, e ?!
t o
?d
0
0
e0 m?!
e
where
e
'
e
and
d
'
d0. By the previous
t o
o
o
m?d e00 such that e0 ' e00 and we
Lemma, we have e0 ?!
t o
o
o
00
have eo ' eo . Since e and e0 are closed expressions, we
have that fv(e) = fg and fv(e0 ) = fg and also that
c=a]
c=a] 0
e [?!
e and e0 [?!
e.
0

0

Finally, let us consider the case when ? = m!. By
m! (d; e ) and thereLemma 4.2, we have that e ?!
p
o
m
!d
fore by Lemma 4.1, e ?!t eo . By the de nition of
Thomsen's higher order bisimulation, we have that
!d
e0 m?!
t e0o where d ' d0 and eo ' e0o . Now by
m! (d0 ; e0 ). If we treat
Lemma 4.1, we have e0 ?!
p
o
pairs as related when the elements are related, then
(d; eo ) ' (d0 ; e0o ). 2
0

Proposition 4.6
 is a congruence.
Proof: Immediate from Theorem 2.1. 2

Our free variable test results in an equivalence that
distinguishes terms with di erent free variables, although Thomsen's de nition does not.

Proposition 4.7

 6 'o

Sangiorgi's -calculus rules:
?
?:x ?!
x

?
x1 ?!
y sum
?
x1 + x2 ?! y

pre

a(c)
ab y x ?!
x1 ?!
y2 com
1
2

x1 jx2 ?! y1 jy2 [b=c]

?
?
xj!x ?!
y rep
x1 ?!
y1 par bn(?) \ fn(x ) = ;
2
?
?
x1 jx2 ?! y1 jx2
!x ?! y
?
a(b)
a(b)
x ?!
y b 62 n(?) res
x1 ?!
y1 x2 ?!
y2
close
?

x1 jx2 ?! (b)(y1 jy2)
(b)x ?! (b)y
0

0

Changes for promoted tyft/tyxt rules:

?
y
x ?!
match
?
[a = a]x ?! y
ab
y b 6= a open
x ?!
a(b)
(b)x ?! y

?
?
a(c)
b=c]
ab y x ?!
y2 y2 [?!
y2 com x1 ?! y1 bn(?) \ fn(x2 ) = ; par x ?! y y ?! y
x1 ?!
1
2
?
 y jy
?
x1 jx2 ?!
x1 jx2 ?!
x ?!
y
y1 jx2
1 2
fv(x) = S
fv(x) = S
(b 62 S)
(b 62 S)
bn(a(b)) \ fn(x) = ;
bn(ab) \ fn(x) = ; bn( ) \ fn(x) = ; bn(a(b)) \ fn(x) = ;
0

0

0

0

Note: there are symmetric versions of sum, par, and com.

Figure 4: Evaluation rules for the -calculus

Proof: Since the following terms m!nil:nilnm and
m!a:nilnm have di erent sets of free variables,
we have that (m!nil:nil)nm ' (m!a:nil)nm but
(m!nil:nil)nm 6 (m!a:nil)nm: 2
Proposition 4.8
' o = o .
Proof: Immediate from de nition of open extension.
Proposition 4.9
o is a congruence.
Proof: It is sucient to show that o is operator
respecting. Consider an arbitrary closing substitution
, we want to show
d o e ) (C[d]) o (C[e]):
If the context is a function symbol that does not
bind any variables, let C 0 [ ] = (C[ ]). We have
(C[d]) = C 0 [(d)] and (C[d0]) = C 0[(d0 )]. By the
de nition of o , (d) o (e) and since bisimulation
is a congruence for closed terms, C 0[(d)]  C 0[(d)].
The only context that remains to be considered is
the input pre x m?a:[ ]. Let m?a:d0 = (m?a:d) and
m?a:e0 = (m?a:e). The last rule in a proof of a transition could only be [pre x1]. Since  is a closing substitution, the only variable that might occur free in d0
or e0 is a. By the de nition of o we have that for
any closed term c, d0[c=a]  e0 [c=a] and therefore if
one term does a transition by [pre x1], then the other
term can perform a matching transition. 2

5 The -Calculus

In this section, we will present a promoted tyft/tyxt
de nition for the -calculus. The syntax of our language is:
P ::= 0 j :P j b(a):P j ba:P j [a = b]P

j P1 + P2 j P1jP2 j !P j (a)P

We will use ? to represent an input, an output, or
a silent move.
? ::= a(b) j ab j  j a(b)
In his treatment of the -calculus, Sangiorgi identi es terms or actions which are equivalent up to the
renaming of bound variables, and de nes open bisimulation as the notion of equivalence.

De nition 5.1 A relation S on process is an open
simulation if P S Q implies that for every substitution
?
, whenever (P) ?!
P 0 then Q0 exists such that
?
(Q) ?! Q0 and P 0 S Q0. S is an open bisimulation if both S and S ?1 are open simulations. The processes P and Q are open bisimilar, if P S Q for some
open bisimulation S. We will use ' for the largest open
bisimulation.

Sangiorgi's rules are actually already in tyft/tyxt
format. The only issue is that the de nition relies
on outside de nitions. Again we can de ne the rules

for substitution, free variables and -conversion in the
usual way for the -calculus. The one new side condition is, bn(?) \ fn(e) = ;. In gure 4, we show how a
new predicate can easily be de ned for this side condition. We also make the condition that terms are
equivalent up to -conversion explicit by introducing
a new rule.

Proposition 5.1
  '.
Proof: Immediate from straightforward analysis of
the rules. 2

Proposition 5.2
' 6 .
Proof: Since the two terms have di erent free variables, [a = b]nil ' nil but [a = b]nil 6 nil: 2

Since closed terms can only do  actions and cannot do input or output actions, we cannot simply consider closed terms. The issues in the treatment of
names are subtle. For example, with the usual treatment of -conversion, open bisimulation is not a congruence. The c(d):nil is -convertible with c(a):nil
but the term c(d):[a = b]nil is not -convertible with
c(a)
c(a):[a = b]nil. Therefore we have c(d):nil ?!
nil
where c(d):[a = b]nil cannot perform a matching transition. That is,
[a = b]nil ' nil but c(d):[a = b]nil 6 c(d):nil:
Sangiorgi implicitly takes an underlying representation of names based on de Bruijn indices. With such
a treatment, the side condition in the [par] rule, the
-conversion rules and the free variable rules would be
unnecessary and our de nition with simulation would
correspond exactly to Sangiorgi's de nition with open
simulation. We leave the development of the de nition
with de Bruijn indices for future work.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a rule format that
is a simple but expressive generalization of Groote and
Vaandrager's tyft/tyxt rule format. We proved that
bisimulation is a congruence for any language de ned
in this format, and demonstrated the usefulness of the
rule format by presenting de nitions for the lazy calculus, CHOCS and the -calculus.
There are several open questions related to the work
in this paper. It is not clear that the well-foundedness
property is necessary for the congruence result. We
are not sure how the extensions to tyft/tyxt format
that allow negative premises are compatible with our
extensions. It is not clear whether promoted tyft/tyxt
format is strictly more expressive than tyft/tyxt format.
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fv(x) = T fv(x ) = T
fv(x) = T
fv(x) = T
fv(nil) = fg fv(a) = fag fv(m?a:x) = T ? a
fv(m!x :x) = T [ T
fv(:x) = T
fv(x) = T fv(x ) = T
fv(x) = T fv(x ) = T
fv(x) = T
fv(x) = T
fv(x + x ) = T [ T
fv(xjx ) = T [ T
fv(xna) = T
fv(x[S ]) = T
fv(w) = fg
fv(w) = fg
fv(w) = fg (a 6= b)
[w=a]
[w=a]
w=a]
nil ?! nil
a ?! a
b [?!
b
[w=b]
w=b]
[w=a]
[w=a]
x ?! y (a 6= b) x1 ?! y1 x2 ?! y2
x [?!
y
[w=a]
[w=a]
[w=b]
[w=b]
m?a:x ?! m?a:x m?a:x ?! m?a:y
m!x1 :x2 ?! m!y1 :y2
:x ?! :y
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

w=a]
w=a]
y2
y1 x2 [?!
x1 [?!
[w=a]
x1 + x2 ?! y1 + y2

0

0

w=a]
w=a]
y2
y1 x2 [?!
x1 [?!
[w=a]
x1 jx2 ?! y1 jy2

w=b]
x [?!
y
[w=b]
xna ?! yna

w=b]
x [?!
y
[w=b]
x[S ] ?! y[S ]

Figure 5: Free Variable and substitution rules for CHOCS
Substitution rules
a=b]
0 [?!
0

a=b]
a=b]
y2
y1 x2 [?!
x1 [?!
[a=b]
x1 jx2 ?! y1 jy2

a=b]
a=b]
y2
y1 x2 [?!
x1 [?!
[a=b]
x1 + x2 ?! y1 + y2

a=b]
x [?!
y
[a=b]
:x ?! :y

a=b]
x [?!
y
[a=b]
!x ?! !y

a =a]
=b ]
x [?!
y (a 6= b)
x [a?!
y (a 6= b ) (b 6= b )
[a=b]
[a =b]
[a =a]
=b ]
b(b):x; ?! a(b):x a(b):x; ?! a(b):x a(b):x; ?! a (b):y
a(b):x; [a?!
a(b):y
[
a
=b
]
[
a
=b
]
[
a
=b
]
a=b]
x ?! y (a 6= b) x ?! y (a 6= b) x ?! y (a 6= b ) (b 6= b )
x [?!
y
[a=b]
a =a]
a =b]
=b ]
bb:x; ?! aa:y
ab:x; [?!
a b:y
ab:x; [?!
aa :y
ab:x; [a?!
ab:y
a =a]
a =b]
=b ]
a =b]
x [?!
y (a 6= b)
x [?!
y (a 6= b)
x [a?!
y (a 6= b ) (b 6= b )
x [?!
y
[a =b]
[a =a]
[a =b]
=b ]
[a = a]x; ?! [a = a]y [a = b]x; ?! [a = b]y [a = b]x; ?! [a = a ]y
[a = b]x; [a?!
[a = b]y
[a =a]
x ?! y (a 6= b)
[b=a]
=a]
(a)x; ?! (a)x
(b)x; [a?!
(b)y
a =a]
=b ]
(a 6= b)
x [?!
y (a 6= b)
x [a?!
y (a 6= b ) (b 6= b )
[a=b]
[a =b]
[a =a]
=b ]
b(b):x; ?! a(b):x a(b):x; ?! a(b):x a(b):x; ?! a (b):y
a(b):x; [a?!
a(b):y

(a 6= b)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Alpha conversion rules
Free Variable Rules

x ?! x

c=b]
x [?!
y
a(b):x ?! a(c):y

c=b]
x [?!
y
(b):x ?! (c):y

fv(x) = S
fv(x) = S
fv(x) = S
fv(x) = S
fv(x) = S
fv(0) = fg fv(:x) = S fv(a(b):x) = (S ? b) [ fag fv(ab:x) = S [ fa; bg fv([a = a]:x) = S fv(!x) = S
fv(x) = S
fv(x1 ) = S1 fv(x2 ) = S2 fv(x1 ) = S1 fv(x2 ) = S2
fv(a(b):x) = S
fv(x) = S (a 6= b)
fv([a = b]:x) = S [ fa; bg fv(x1 + x2 ) = S1 [ S2
fv(x1 jx2 ) = S1 [ S2
fv((a)x) = S ? a fv(a(b):x) = S

Figure 6: Substitution and Free Variable Rules for the -calculus

